[Peculiarities of surgical technique for the treatment of rhinogenic abscesses of the frontal cerebral lobe].
Peculiar features of the clinical picture of rhinogenic abscesses of the frontal cerebral lobe (RAFCL) were studied for the purpose of optimization of medical and diagnostic measures intended for the early detection of this severe disease. Causes and pathways of infection penetrating in the cranial cavity and possibilities of RAFCL diagnosis were thoroughly analysed in 4 patients with the help of computerized tomography (CT), in 1 patients by brain ultrasound study (BUS) during osteoplastic trepanation (OPT), and in 9 patients using neurologic diagnostic tools. A total of 14 patients were given treatment for RAFCL; one of them died. The study has demonstrated the possibility to use BUS in situations where CT is unfeasible. The method proposed by V.I. Morokhoev [9] was employed that comprises an algorithm for the search, opening, and drainage of RAFCL along with adequate combined therapy by means of simultaneous catheterization of the temporal artery at the site of RAFCL localization. Opening of RAFCL through the frontal sinus was shown to be less traumatic than OPT indications for which are currently limited. It is emphasized that the mechanism of cooperation between otorhinolaryngologists and neurosurgeons in this country needs to be further improved.